
CHILDREN OF MEN THESIS

The movie could be classified as science fiction because it consists of two common elements of the genre: a futuristic
setting and a dystopian society. However, his perspective on life changes when he meets Kee, a pregnant woman.
Throughout â€œChildren of Men,â€• viewers might feel.

In other words, it is a complete disaster and everything in the world is not how it is today. We later discover
that Great Britain is the last remaining vestige of civiliza- tion. Everything was around one centerpiece, and
that was this Children of Men. A few weeks before they shot the first scene, in which a terrorist bomb blows
up on Fleet Street and nearly kills Theo, real-life Islamist radicals detonated four bombs across London on
July 7, , killing 52 and wounding nearly  They needed damage. Not to mention being filmed in a cramped
automobile. As it directs the audience toward the background where immigrants are being humiliated and held
in animal cages, it is as if these observations that matter the most, not the movie plot. And now democracy
Gary Westfahl rather the code phrase Jasper gives which is in important ways is becoming an instrument to
dismissively argues that: Theo to identify himself as an still democratic. The ideals of a dystopian society are
reversed or far from the ones we have today, and the message is a constant and repetitive part of everyone 's
life, reminding them not to break away from society and to devote themselves to their government. The
scarcity of land and resources hence becomes a major problem. This may not seem like a realistic situation,
but it could be a metaphor for the modern world The dark and absurd world of Children of Men strikingly
depicts the current world today. This environment and character, What, then, are the key and the rest of the
world. The War on Terror has prepared us for such a development. Modern culture still has influences from
ancient Sparta and Greece. There are several movie scenes in which Theo walks past the disturbing views
where immigrants are held in cages, stripped off personal belongings and begging in their languages, yet Theo
shows no remorse or shame. Then what is the point of our struggle for identity? Who would have thought in
the near future, the world in Children of Men would become a reality in America, if not in the entire world?
The idea that Theo is a part of the system and he intends to keep it that way: he tries to suppress his emotion
and ignore the unpleasant reality around him stunts me. The oppressed, who speak perfect British accent and
are possibly born and raised in Britain, rebel against the discrimination. Before the rescuing ship arrives, a
gut-shot Theo slumps dead in the rowboat.


